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Introduction
Some young people relate to others by 
frequently becoming over-dramatic and by 
stirring up drama in others. This can result 
in significant challenging situations in which 
learning is disrupted in the school. Some 
chronic drama in young people can result 
in victimization of children and adults in 
the school. The consequences of this can 
include depression, academic failure, social 
isolation, and more dramatic emotional 
injury to victims. These behaviors can include 
making up stories about others, spreading 
rumors and gossip, becoming impulsively loud 
and animated, and by other inappropriate 
behaviors for the purpose of seeking 
attention from, power over, or revenge 
against others.

Many times drama is associated with 
situations involving relational aggression and 

bullying. These behaviors can be seen in 
most stages of our life span from very 
young children and in adults. Regrettably, 
this negative behavior is presented 
as acceptable behavior on many TV 
programs and even encouraged in our 

society as a means to getting what you 
want.

This Activity Guide which complements the 
storybook, “Drama Llama,” was written to help 
kids understand the negative effects stirring 
up drama can have on their relationships with 
others. It also helps young people develop 
skills and strategies for preventing and coping 
with overly dramatic situations that they might 
experience.

Activity
oneSpreading Kindness Instead of Rumors

Description
When students spread rumors it’s like a fire that’s out of control. A fire starts 
with a tiny spark and then before you know it, it’s caused a huge forest fire 
that’s out of control. In the same way a rumor can start out with a negative 
comment about someone or a few words about them and if it’s not stopped, 
it’s spreads to other students and then it’s around the entire school! Wouldn’t 
the school be a much friendlier place if people spread kindness instead of 
rumors? If you are not sure how, here are some ideas listed below.

Directions
How can you spread kindness instead of rumors? Think of what you could 
do in the following situations to spread kindness? Take turns sharing your 
ideas.

You know a student who:
• Forgot to bring a pencil to math class
• Doesn’t have many friends
• Is being picked on
• Has trouble reading
• Left their money on their desk
• Is very shy
• Forgot to bring lunch
• Likes soccer
• Has difficulty reading in class
• Is in a wheelchair
• Dropped a book in the hallway
• Is saying something cruel about another student
• Lost their place in the lunch line
• Loves kickball but has no one to play with
• Sends a mean text to another student

Discussion Questions
What are you going to do next time you hear someone sharing a rumor?
How can spreading kindness make your school a more inviting place?
How can spreading kindness be contagious?

  Share a time when you were kind to another student. How did it make 
you feel?

Topics include:

• Toxic Friendships

• True Friends

• Taking Positive Action

•  Building Personal
StrengthsTogether

•  Good Friends /
Bad Friends

• Friends are Upstanders

• What Would You Do?

• Lasting Friendships

•  Don’t Be a
Drama Llama

•  Animal
Drama

•  The Drama
Scale
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How Do You Spell a True Friend?
Description
There are certain characteristics of those who are “true” friends. This is 
someone you can trust and talk to about anything. Not all friends are “true” 
friends. Think of the friends you currently have. Which of them are “true” 
friends and what characteristics do these friends need to have to be 
considered “true” friends?

Directions
Think of who you consider as your “true” friends. What makes these friends 
stand out from others? Fill in the blanks to spell the words that describe 
“true” friendships.

DiscusSion questions
Name 4 qualities that begin with the letters C, A, U, and T that are 
important qualities of friendships. Besides the ones listed above, what 
other characteristics do you think are important? Why?

How do you choose who will be your friends? What do you look for?

How would you describe your current friends?

Activity
two Toxic Friendships

Description
Gossip can be poisonous to friendships just like toxic 
substances are to the body. When gossip spreads it infects 
everyone involved and poisons relationships. If you treat 
gossip like a toxic substance than you will avoid it at all costs. 
You will not want to be even near it. Think of the things that 
can be damaging to your own friendships. Once you know 
what these are you can avoid them in the future.

Directions
Draw an “X” on the things that can be toxic (damaging) to 
friendships. Circle the ones that are not.

family clothing lying 

ignore pizza  popular 

fights movies overnight

whispers gossip drugs

jealousy controlling secrets 

abuse games selfish

swears borrows cheating

selfies bullies pretty

DiscusSion questions
Describe a past friendship that became toxic. 

Tell what happened.

Tell how some of the things you marked 
with an “X” can hurt friendships.

  How can texting and social media 
become toxic to friendships?

  What is one way you can avoid toxic 
friendships?
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Don’t Let Others
Spread a Rumor or 

Gossip.

Don’t Listen to 
Rumors or Gossip.

If You Can’t Say  
Anything Nice,  

Don’t Say Anything.

Share One Nice Thing A 
Day About Someone.

If the Rumor or Gossip  
is Cruel or Dangerous,  

Tell an Adult.
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